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RED DEER COLLEGE
It has been another record setting year for circulation at
Red Deer. Although enrollment increases were not great · a
shift to greater numbers of second year students seems to
have had a large impact on library use.
Our fine and performing arts building has reached the
takeover stage and we are all looking forward to two weeks
of opening activities beginning in November.
As yet no new
or expanded programs have been approved in the Fine arts

area.
Mary Lou attended the Earlham College conference or1 library
instruction in May.
She felt that community colleges in
Canada are ahead of the universities in the states when it
comes to bibliographic instruction. Anyone interested in
more information can contact Mary Lou.
The LRC staff are heading off to Edmonton June 3 to visit
the LRCs at Grant MacEwan and NAIT.
All the Librarians have taken a module writing course this
year so that we can begin to create more self instructional
materials for bibliograhic instruction.
The college has an informal group of faculty and
administrators called The group on excellence. They
sponsored an QHour for Excellence" this term where at 11:00
on a Thursday students in their classes were asked "What
they liked best about RDC? What could be improved? and
Suggestions for how those improvements could be made."
Both
the LAC and the LRC came up as things people liked about the
college. Noise was the most frequently cited complaint about
the LRC.
If anyone has any creative solutions to that one
please let me know.
The exercise itself provided good
feedback for the college.

Joanne Bucklee
Would anyone who works in an institution where they have
programs to assist staff to purchase microcomputers, through
loans, professional development funds, etc. please send the
details of the plan and the name of the person responsible
for administering the plan to Joanne Bucklee.

College Library News
. "Communicatons" is most often the key to good library service. Recently
a student requested a particular VTR to preview in the library. He was told
it was "in Dixonville" The student browsed for a few minutes and again
asked the librarian for the VTR. Again he was told, "It's in Dixonville".
Finally, it dawned on the librarian that he thought "Dixonville" was in
another part of the library. The incident caused a few chuckles because the
librarian didn't think to explain where "Dixonville" is. [lncidently it's about
60 km north east of Fairview and is one of Fairview College's satellite centres
in the north]
Early in the year, Bev Peterson and Peggy Simpson made their annual
trek to a number of other Fairview College centres in Mackenzie North, to
offer students & staff library familiarization routines, use of the card
catalogue and so on. They spent time in High Level, Ft. Vermilion, Tall Cree,
La Crete, Meander River and Footner Lake, the latter centre for the new
cooking class which is in progress.
The big news in March was the arrival of Kevin Davies, the new Media
Coordinator. Kevin and his family arrived from Slave Lake and have now
settled into Fairview for a lengthy stay, we hope. As soon as he gets
equipment distribution organized and running smoothly, Kevin's future plans
for the A/V department include in-house productions such as slide-tape
presentations and videos.
Bev Peterson attended the Peace Region Rural Libraries Workshop held in
Fairview from March 20th-22nd. She came back all enthused about
"situational leadership" and has been applying her newly acquired ideas
effectively. Although the workshop was geared for public and school
libraries, Bev found several sessions very worthwhile and applicable to our
situation.
With the introduction of the power engineering program at Fairview
College and its satellite Centres, we were busy in the library for awhile
accessioning new materials in that field. The new VAX computer has
enabled tl)is program to get off the ground successfully.
Recently, Olive Lancaster. head librarian, initiated a survey to evaluate
the whole of the Learning Resources Centre. The biggest criticism was lack
of space and crowded conditions for studying, but we were happy to learn
that the major strengths in the library and A/V department are the staff.
The Library and College bookstore are co-operating to acquire an
electronic mail service, BATA SYSTEMS and Telebook to speed up the
ordering system. It isn't in use yet but should be soon. As for other plans in
the months ahead, there are lots of things brewing, but the time has not
come to talk of these things. I'll save these for a future newsletter.
The biggest event this week is the arrival of spring. Everyone is rejoicing.
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KEYANO COLLEGE
Signs of spring in the far north? Well, today the birds are
singing here while Calgary is buried in a mid-May snowstorm and is
about to lose out in the hockey playoffs, and things in Edmonton
are not much better.
The news from Fort McMurray is not all that cheerful these
days either what with less than buoyant oil prices and a labor
dispute at the Suncor Plant. Be assured, however, that we are not
yet Canada's newest 'ghost' town.
Meanwhile, Keyano's 'outreach' activities continued to
spread as its illustrious past president Doug Schmit {who spent
some seventeen years here) moved on to the same position at
Lakeland College. Keyano has just welcomed Gerard Raymond as its
new President. He comes from New Brunswick where he served as
Principal of the New Brunswick Community College in Bathurst.
While the L.R.C. staff have been responding throughout the
Fall and Winter terms with average monthly increases in library
usage of 10 percent and similar increases in the media services
areas, they have been taking some measure of satisfaction from a
college-wide evaluation study of college services {Capri survey)
which provided very positive feedback both from students and staff
about their levels of satisfaction with the quality of resources
and services provided by the L.R.C. Our ever intensifying space
constraints were identified as a major problem area in this survey
of users.
Spring is often characterized as a time for change and
renewal. We are no exception as we seek to fill two key staff
positions and anticipate moving a large part of the book
collection to 'squeeze' in some more shelving capacity.
Bryan Husband
Director

This has been a good news/bad news year at Foothills Christian College.
First, the good news.
New records have been established in a number of areas. Over 1,000
~
volumes were added to the collection--a large number for us. Circulation
records have~been set, with pr7viou~ levels for book circulation being ex- .
ceeded by 45%. All books on microfiche and sound cassettes have been integrated into the catalogue. All systems are "go"--for the library.
F0011fiLLS
On May 10th, however, the Board of Trustees voted to dismiss all
Clil{lS~
faculty and staff with a view to closing the college on June 2nd. That,
as you might have guessed, is the bad news.
COLLEGE
See you at the employment office!

J. Ray Doerksen,
Director of Library Services

BUCHANAN LEARNING RESOURCES CENTRE
We are really enjoying our new facilities. We have heard from
other libraries with new facilities that statistics rise and that has
been true in our case too.
The new Union List of Serials has proven very useful. We also
found it convenient to be able to have our own holdings list printed
off.
In the Fall as the result of student inquiries, we ran a survey
amongst weekend patrons to find out if students supported
extending Sunday hours. The overwhelming response was that students
did want the Library open until 9 p.m. Sunday (versus the previous
closing time of 5 p.m.). To judge if the students will support the
extension of hours through their attendance, we instituted extended
Sunday hours prior to preparing next year's budget.
Our on-line data base project is progressing very well. At the
end of March we do an analysis of activities and issue a final report
highlighting our success and recommending continuation or not. During
the project we have enjoyed student, faculty, and administrative participation. As other libraries report, a by-product of the project has
been a great increase in inter-library loans.
Still on the topic of on-line data base searching, February 21 we
are sponsoring, by providing the location, an on-line data base searching
project through the Canadian Mental Health Association. Students at
our end, working through a CMHA operator will go on-line to the CMHA's
Suicide Prevention Library in Calgary and if the on-line search turns up
items of interest, the material will be sent directly to the student's
home from the Calgary library.
We enjoyed meeting our AACL colleagues at the SAIT Library System
Seminar Thursday, January 30, 1986.
Work is progressing on two videos for the Library. The first is
a general introduction to the Library and will be kept at the entrance
in its video playback unit. The second is a training video for new
workers at the Circulation Desk.
Our PEP student has just finished numbering and tattle-taping each
drawer of our public author/title and subject card catalogues.
I am CTCL, Vice-Chair, Chair-Elect for 1985/86. During a recent
conference call involving the executive I was asked to inquire who from
AACL would be interested in reporting on the Alberta scene during the
round robin at the CTCL AGM in Quebec City this June. We are grateful
to Asgeir Ingibergsson for making the report last year. If you look in
the Fall/Winter 1985 Communiqu~, you will see the formats of these reports
in the AGM section under "Round Table Reports From the Provinces."

CTCL is also short of nominations for Vice-Chairperson/ChairpersonElect (1-year term). And they need more information about our efforts
as a provincial group to collect the essence of the statistics Canada
information ourselves on an annual basis.
I hope to hear from people eager to either present a round robin
report, join the CTCL executive, or speak to the issue of our special
provincial statistics.
fld4.t~
Kathy Lea
Buchanan Learning Resources Centre

CANADIAN UNION COLLEGE
Our "Silent Auctions" continue to be a useful source of
funds for the little "extras" which were not included
in our equipment budget for one reason or another.
This year our auctions raised enough cash to purchase a
second computer station for our cataloguing department,
a file cabinet, and a typist chair.
In case some of you are not familiar with the Silent
Auction concept, I will describe it briefly.
At least
once a semester we put out a large table in our library
vestibule, and stack it with books, each having a
special slip of paper to receive bids. We require that
the minimum bid be 10 cents, and any subsequent bids
must be increments of at least 10 cents.
The books are
on the table for a week, and during the last few
minutes before the auction closes there is always a
crowd around the table furiously writing their final
bids until the time is called. We use this method to
dispose of duplicate materials and most of our unwanted
gift material (with the donor's blessing).
On the subject of donations, Keith Clouten recently
made a trip to Washington D.C., selecting several
thousand books from a large gift collection, and
trucking them back to Canada.
Virtually all of these
materials are current items, published in the last five
years.
CUC library will benefit with nearly 700
titles, the rest will be distributed to several
Adventist secondary school libraries across Canada.
Keith Clouten

The NAIT Library has purchased two IBM PC AT workstations for a
wide variety of applications, including on-line searching, access to
UTLAS REFCATS, word processing (Oisplaywrite III) and spreadsheet
(Multiplan). librarian's Helper software produces catalogue card sets
and labels. Staff are using IBM Filing, Writing and Reporting
Assistant packages to produce an audio visual subject catalogue, a
periodical holdings list, internal purchasing records for periodicals,
and bookkeeping applications for acquisitions.
In April the Library distributed questionnaires to students on library
usage occurring evenings and weekends. NAIT is converting to a two
semester system in 1986-87 and this will impact on library usage
patterns.
Some staffing changes have occurred. Lorna Toolis moved to Toronto
to accept the position of Librarian at the Spaced Out Library, a
unique science fiction library. We are pleased to introduce Dianne
Harke as the new Head of Technical Services. Ileana Panciuk from
Athabasca University has accepted the position of Cataloguing
Librarian, which was vacated by Dianne.
Helga Kinnaird
Chief Librarian

alberta
vocational
centre

grouard
The reminder to send in a contribution to the AACL Newsletter came in
the middle of one of our frequent circulation system crashes. On the
question of whether micros have bytes, our particular machine seems
to have been badly programmed. It has bites - Ouch. Fortunately we
have been promised some top-line equipment to replace the present
hand-me-down unit. This we are told, will solve the problem. We
have been using the system to record all loans including audio-visual
materials, computer software, periodicals and interlibrary loans. To
go along with our new computer we have received approval for renovations forthe Learning Resources Centre to be undertaken this summer.
Plans for the remodelled LRC include doubling present floor area.
R. D. Bruce
Co-ordinator of
Learning Resources

Library of
St. Joseph's College

Universif!' of Alberta
Edmo11ton, All1atn T6G 2]5
Telephone 1403) 433-4461
St. Joseph's College Library
The :ibrary is undergoing many changes in

~ ersonnel

this summer.

I

~ave

been

arpointed permanent Head Librarian in place of Fr. Joh."'l .Janisse 1,o.·ho is in the

midst of changing careers. Mr. John Sti.,rer is lea1Ting us to go to Texas and start
Novitiate with the Basilian Fathers. 1-'i.ss Carol Arnold is leaving to get married
in August and hopefully find a teaching position for September.
A libr3.ry technician wi:l be joining Mrs. !·~aggie Flama."1 and r;.yself fr. tl;.e Fall
and I a] .so hope to be able to i!'! terest a few ctudents in some part-tirr.e work :..n
the areas of circulation and shelving.
Hours of operation will be cut back a bit ttis Fall because of the change in
staffing but the actual number of hours that the circulation desk will be pearled
will be increased. Hopefully this will prove to be satisfactory to all affec~ed.
The library itself r.as undergone a drastic change due to t~e new stairwell on
t:.e south of the building. The stairs insi ce t~e library going to :~e mezzanine
have been rer.io 1red giving us r.iore shelvint; space and new the fire !::.azard caused. by
the tunnel effect between the library and the classroom wing has been eliminated.
The staff this St.:.l'llr.1er will cor.sist cf Mrs. Fla:nan and myself only so '"e will
both be up ~o cur ears in work trying to keep the place running smoothly.

Paula S!!eedy
Librarian
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BANFF CENTRE LIBRARY
The Banff Centre Library was quietly productive over
the winter months.
We only had a few projects apart
from the routine to fill out time.
We managed to microfilm our program collection
documenting concerts baqk to 1939. We will be
depositing these with the Music Division of the
National Library.
The filming will also help preserve
the hard copy we have in the archives.
Our next
preservation project will be to film our calendars
dating back to 1933 . We only have one complete set
which by now is quite dog-eared.
We had a brief visit by the Governor General in April.
She was in town to open the Canadian Festival of Youth
Orchestras and dropped by the library for a quick
visit.
We were very impressed with her security
detail.
Compact Audio discs were introduced into the collection
this winter. User response was very positive and we
hope to develop this segment of the collection very
quickly.
While the disc is a librarian's dream, the
boxes break easily and they are difficult to secure on
open shelves.
No media is ever perfect it seems .
We are looking forward to a great summer.
Be sure to
drop in if any of you are in the Banff district over
the holidays.
Bob Foley

GRANT MacEWAN COMMUNITY COLLEGE
The College is going through a period of change ranging
from minor to major in nature.
Compact audio discs
will added as an additional format in the summer.
IBM
personal computers are being added to the off ice areas
where they will act as stand-alones as well as be
connected to the VAX and MAI mini-computers.
Both IBM
and Apple micro-computers will be added to the student
areas.
A new downtown campus, the Seventh Street Plaza Campus,
is currently being planned and will be opened in the
fall in a multi-story high-rise.
Having the new campus
will allow for a major shift in the programs with all
three existing campuses either receiving or losing
whole departments.
This should relieve the
over-crowding that as been noticed at the College over
the past several years.
Two new areas are being added to the LRC's as space
comes available.
So far both the Jasper Place Campus
and the Seventh Street Plaza Campus will incorporate
the remedial study skills area and the computer managed
learning centres.
Ron Rowswell

ALBERTA COLLEGE OF ART LIBRARY

July 1, 1986 marks the end of our first year of antonomy from
the Southern Alberta Institute of Technology.
Autonomy has
meant some changes for us.
Prior to gaining this status we
were a Branch Library of SAIT's with 4 full-time employees, and
1 FTE position (one professional Librarian, one Library Assistant,
two Library Clerks and student pages).
Autonomy has meant the
performance of the following addditional tasks (formerly done
for us by SAIT):
acquisitions, cataloguing, ILL and film rental.
The Acquisitions and cataloguing functions have been absorbed by
a newly created Library Technician position, the other tasks were
divided equally amongst the rest of the existing staff.
All
existing positions were upgraded monetarily to reflect new
responsibilities.
In addition to this I have been named College Archivist and given
responsibility for the AV Department.
As you may have guessed it has been a hectic year.
We are still
ironing out some operational details but staff moral is high
as everyone feels that they are participating in the development
of 'their' library.

Christine E.
Director

Sammon
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MEDICINE HAT COLLEGE
This has been a year full of change for the LRC:
with the
arrival of 2 new librarians, what can you expect?! The staff has
been kept busy adjusting to new procedures and preparing for
upcoming changes; it is never dull in Medicine Hat!
Highlights of some positive results have been the 167%
increase in interlibrary loans due to the extension of this
service to students and the use of Envoy 100; a 150% increase in
reference transactions as a result of increased staff coverage and
increased promotion. The addition of a professional Reference
Librarian has certainly been positive. The implementation of a
liaison system has resulted in increased instructor interest in
the LRC:
we received orders for $40,000 over our materials budget
(good justification for an increase in budget?).
This summer certainly looks like it will be hectic:
new
carpet (first in 16 years) will be laid which will involve moving
absolutely everything. What better time to build a new
circulation desk and rearrange the layout of the collection? Our
media collection will also be input into the computer to allow for
an up-to-date catalogue.
I informeJ the staff about the LRC renovation project in
December and told them no one was allowed to leave. Three
employees are leaving now for maternity reasons.
I wonder if
there is a connection? We are presently interviewing for both the
Reference Clerk and Head of Circulation positions.
Hesitantly looking forward to the summer, I wish you all good
holidays.
Keith Walker
Chief Librarian

Grande Prairie
Regional College
-

-----·--- --

This past year was spen~ primarily in preparing a functional
plan for a proposed addition to the college. Unfortunately,
the spring budget did not make provision for the new addition
although funds are available for architectural planning
which is currently underway.
Doug Cardinal was unsuccessful in his bid to design the new
wing. The contract went to a local firm with instructions
to retain architectural harmony with the Cardinal design.
More and more classrooms are being located in portable and
rented space. I have submitted an interim space request
to relocate technical services and A/V services in another
location.
The search for an integrated auto~ated system continues.
I was nearly successful in convincing administration to
purchase Innovacq but UTLAS discovered a $50,000 error in
their quotation which puts it beyond our financial limits.
We experimented with B &T's Batasystems and will be implementing . it.
The improved turnaround time exceeded our expectations. Books
were received three weeks after the order was transmitted.
There is nothing new to report apart from the above. The
summer, if we ever get one, will prove to be routine with
one STEP and one SEED student assisting with housekeeping
du ti es.
Olga Anderson
Chairperson
HERMAN
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They took away his library card when
they found out he was a bookkeeper.

Spring '86 -

AACL Newsleccir

Greetings from Australia.
Whatever happened to your real
Canadian winter that I am still waiting for?
News from Ueather
Gordon (on exchange with Sue) is that she has survived an
Australian summer, just, and that in addicon co sunning herself
on southern surf beaches ••• "sob - sob", Joanne! •••• She has
already challenged the Dookie Agricultural economy to re-think
its meagre library funding.
Lakeland news is that the Learning Assistance Centre is up
and growing, ably managed by Rosalind Wild, if anyone wishes to
get in touch.
Also, the Resource Centre now has two IBM-PC
micro-computers, which operate both catalog card production as
well as acquisition and ordering programs; both by "Small Library
Computing", and working well.
The Resource Centre is still in ye
old pink portable and likely to remain so for 2 - 3 years.
Renovations to Alumni Hall have st i ll not commenced and
speculation continues about the new library.
I, myself had a good reception in January this year,
following Cfiristmas in Windsor, U.K.
I am catching on fast to
the Canadian paper machine and completely exhausted the 85/86
travel budget attending the LAA conference at Jasper!
I am beginning to suffer withdrawal symptoms from - shelving,
dustin g and laminating down under ••.•• such is the professional
real world in Australia.
Time is fast running out for me and I am beginning to think
about my 4th recurrent winter ahead. Baa-ah!
Sue Oennler
Exchange Librarian
Lakeland College
Vermilion

The last word •
- The Lord's Prayer uses 56 words
- The Ten Commandments uses 297 words
- The American Declaration of Independence uses 300 words, but
- The European Economic Council's directive on
caramel products uses 26,911 words.
(Reprinted from Current Awareness
London WCl, United Kingdom)

Bulletin,

the

Aslib,

import of caramel and
26/27 Boswell

Street,

